TRIBAL ART

1. You are asked to appraise a Baule Face Mask for an estate

Why are you doing this appraisal?

What value will you use?

Where will you look for your comparables? (be as specific as possible; cite actual sources)

How will you arrive at your values? Which approach/approaches?

2. State Farm Insurance called you to assess the value of a Native American blanket that was owned by a commodities firm in the Citicorp Building. It was totally destroyed in a small office fire. The commodities firm had entered a legal agreement with the Smithsonian to have the blanket reproduced in an edition of 250. The weaving of the blanket was to commence on July 1.

Why are you doing this appraisal?

What value will you use? (1 point)

Where will you look for your comparables? (be as specific as possible; cite actual sources)

How will you arrive at your values? Which approach/approaches?